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American Time Names Jeff Bergeson Director of Sales, North 
Central Region 

History of success and technology expertise will strengthen current markets and expand 
new ones  

Dassel, Minn. (Dec. 1, 2014)—American Time, a market leader in integrated time solutions for education, 
healthcare, government and manufacturing organizations, announced that it has named Jeff Bergeson 
director of sales, north central region. Tom Foehrenbacher, former director of the north central region, has 
been named vice president of sales.  

Bergeson will be responsible for continuing American Time’s success in the education markets and 
increasing its momentum in the health care and manufacturing industries. Prior to American Time, 
Bergeson was director of the premium packing solution division at Anchor Paper, where he was 
responsible for developing and implementing sales plans, leading sales and marketing strategies, and 
identifying new business packaging markets. Bergeson was also a sales account representative for the 
printing and publishing division of Imation Enterprise Corporation, where he regularly earned top sales 
recognition and awards.  

“There is so much growth potential here at American Time, and that makes it a very exciting place to 
work,” said Bergeson. “The need for information technology is booming, and I love the highly technical 
aspect of the business. I look forward to helping schools, manufacturers and health care facilities find an 
affordable time technology solution that best fits their needs.”   

“Jeff has a strong history of sales success and an aptitude to learn the technology side of our business,” 
said Dieter Pape, president, American Time. “His hands-on and consultative approach to finding the best 
solutions for our customers makes him a great addition to our team. We are thrilled to have him on 
board.” 

About American Time  
From clock parts for the White House to complete timekeeping systems for the largest corporations in the 
world to a presence in half of the K-12 districts in the U.S., American Time is the recognized leader in the 
manufacturing of integrated, custom timekeeping systems and accessories. It offers Wi-Fi network clocks, 
Power over Ethernet (PoE) clocks, battery and digital clocks, as well as a master controller clock with the 
ability to run on a legacy wired system concurrently with a new wireless clock system. For more 
information, visit www.atsclock.com. 
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